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The share deal. In some markets it is the “benchmark”
for transferring individual real estate assets. During a
Hay Day in the real estate markets entire real estate
portfolios tend to be transferred in the form of share
deals. Could this practice be impacted by the OECD
Multilateral Instrument (the “MLI”)? After all, under
the MLI countries could change the allocation of
taxing rights if shares in a “real estate company” are
transferred. In this article we take a closer look at the
relevant parts of the MLI and whether it could indeed
impact share deals.
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What is this MLI?
So what exactly is this MLI? The MLI is
an instrument deployed by the OECD
for amending a multitude of bilateral
tax treaties in “one go”. Following the
Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (“BEPS”)
reports of the OECD, certain changes
must be made to bilateral treaties to
avoid unwanted use of such treaties. For
instance a minimum standard anti-abuse
rule is to be included in each existing
treaty. Since a tax treaty is an agreement
between two sovereign states, changing
a treaty would in principle requiring these
two states to start bilateral discussions and
agree to the change of the specific treaty.
With 71 jurisdictions being part of the
BEPS initiative, this process would require
one-on-one renegotiation of over 1,100 tax
treaties. To avoid this unworkable process
the MLI is created to amend all relevant
tax treaties simply by each country signing
the MLI. This is based on the principle of
countries electing for certain adjustments.
In broad terms, if matching selections are
made, changes to the double tax treaty
are made under the MLI.
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Why share deals for transferring
real estate?
Before going further, let us first define
what a share deal basically is. A share
deal can be described as the indirect
transfer of the ownership of immovable
property by transferring shares or other
rights in an entity. Such entity would
directly or indirectly – through ownership
of underlying entities – own immovable
property. There can be a variety of reasons
for structuring a real estate transaction
as a share deal.
Where the direct transfer of an asset deal
is commonly taxed with real estate transfer
tax or stamp duty, certain countries (like
Belgium) do not tax the acquisition of
shares in an entity owning real estate.
As a result, transfer taxes can be saved
by transferring shares, instead of the
property itself. In addition, the taxable
basis (like France) or applicable tax rate for
acquiring shares in a real estate company
could be lower when compared to an asset
transfer, providing for a financial benefit.

The MLI is an instrument
deployed by the OECD
for amending a multitude
of bilateral tax treaties
in “one go”.

One other important benefit
of a share deal is that sales
proceeds could be higher when
selling shares.
For portfolio sales, a share deal is most
preferred from a practical perspective.
Transferring an existing structure often is
considered easier than transferring each
individual asset. Additional benefits include
that if properties located in different
countries are transferred, transfer taxes
could be reduced since certain thresholds
for taxation (i.e. the portfolio consists for
30 percent or more of Dutch assets) are
not met.
One other important benefit of a share
deal is that sales proceeds could be
higher when selling shares. If a property is
disposed directly, any taxable capital gain
– the difference between the sales price
and tax book value – in most countries
is taxed at statutory rates. So, assuming
a capital gain of 10 million and a tax rate
of 25 percent, 2,5 million in tax will have
to be paid in the year of sale. If shares in
a property company are transferred, the
inherent / latent capital gains tax included
in the entity is also 2,5 million. After all, the
tax authorities will ultimately be taxing the
gain. However, if the shares in the entity are
transferred the latent gain is not triggered
for tax purposes, so no immediate cash
outflow of 2,5 million. Rather the value of
the shares is reduced by the amount of tax
on the latent gain. If the prospective buyer
does not plan to transfer the property, the
tax on the gain will be deferred. When the
time value of money is taken into account
and following commercial negotiations, the
market could value the deferred tax liability
of 2,5 million at – say – 40 percent of its
nominal value; 1,0 million. As a result, for
a share deal the net cash sales proceeds
are 1,5 million higher when compared to an
asset deal.

But what about the taxation of the gain
on the disposal of shares? After all, higher
sales proceeds are only realized provided
the entity disposing the shares is not taxed.
If this entity is either taxed in its country
of residence or in the country of residence
of the subsidiary, a large part, or even the
entire benefit, could be taken away.
This is where a double tax treaty comes
into play. If we take the example (see
figure 1) in the picture, we see an entity
in Country A owning shares in an entity
in Country B. The only asset of the latter
entity is real estate located in Country B.
Certain current tax treaties stipulate that
in the example only Country A is allowed
to tax the gain on the disposal of shares.
Other tax treaties however contain a so
called “real estate company”-clause. Under
such clause, in broad terms, taxing rights
on disposal of shares in entities the assets
of which for a certain percentage consist
of real estate “B” are allocated to Country
B. Such treaties include a clause that could
read (OECD standard): “Gains derived by a
resident of Country A from the alienation
of shares deriving more than 50 percent
of their value directly or indirectly from
immovable property situated in Country
B may be taxed in Country B.” Note that it
is the aim and purpose of the tax treaty to
avoid that Countries A and B would both
be taxing the same profit. Hence the treaty
aims to avoid double taxation. Where the
tax treaty arranges for allocation of taxing
rights, the national laws of Country A and
B will determine whether tax is actually
levied, or not.

Country

A
Sale
of shares
Country

B

Country B
Real Estate
Figure 1: Example double tax treaty 1
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If taxing rights are allocated to Country
A, and Country A is the Netherlands or
Luxembourg, the gain is likely to be exempt
under their domestic laws. These countries
and some others generally exempt gains
from share disposals from tax under their
participation exemption regimes. Such
regimes aim at avoiding double taxation
of the same profit, hence the exemption.
Other countries, however, may simply tax
the gain or provide for a certain level of
credit for the underlying tax in Country B
against the tax due in Country A.

could have an entity in Country A, owning
the shares in an entity in Country C, owning
real estate in Country B. For countries
“B” to be able tax gains on the disposal of
shares in the Country C entity, its domestic
law should allow for an extra territorial levy
of tax. From a conceptual perspective extra
territorial levy of tax is not straightforward.
So a situation could occur that domestic
laws would allow taxation of the Country
A entity in the first example, but would
not allow taxing the Country A entity for
gains on disposal of shares in the entity in
Country C.

What needs to be considered is that even
if taxing rights are allocated to Country B,
certain countries do not have the ability
to actually tax the Country A entity under
their domestic laws (see figure 2).
The domestic laws of certain countries
simply do provide for the possibility to levy
country B tax from the Country A entity. If
the entity owning the real estate is resident
in a third country, the situation becomes
even more complicated. We for instance

In order to avoid double taxation and
to maximize returns for their investors,
many real estate funds currently have set
up structures in which capital gains on
disposal of shares in real estate companies
are not taxed or are exempt in both
Countries A and B. This leaves the way
open for a tax efficient exit of an asset via
a share deal. Obviously, the deferred tax
liability on the inherent gain is not reduced
as a result of this structuring.

Country

A
Sale
of shares
Country

C

Country B
Real Estate
Figure 2: Example double tax treaty 2

Transferring an existing
structure often is considered
easier than transferring each
individual asset.

Could the MLI change the allocation of
taxing rights?
In principle, yes. The MLI provides countries
with different options in respect of the
taxation gains on disposal of shares in
a real estate entity. When looking at the
MLI, it provides for the following possible
amendments to existing treaties:
1. Introduce a real estate company article
in treaties that currently do not include
such article;
2. Introduce a clause stating that the
article shall apply if the relevant value
threshold is met at any time during
the 365 days preceding the alienation.
The value threshold is the minimum
percentage of real estate a company
directly or indirectly owns, generally
set at 50 percent. So the percentage
Country B real estate in the example.
3. Introduce a clause stating that the
article hall apply not only to shares
in entities, but also to “comparable
interests”, such as interests in a
partnership or trust (to the extent that
such shares or interests are not already
covered).
Amendments 2 and 3 are more of an
anti-abuse nature. The 365 day timeframe
aims at avoiding that changes to the
composition of the balance sheet shortly
before an alienation of shares bring the
percentage real estate below the applicable
threshold. The gain then could not be taxed
in Country B at the moment of alienation.
Amendment 3 widens the range of entities
to which the article applies. It aims to avoid
that the article would not apply if interests
in a partnership or trust type entity owning
the real estate instead of – say – a limited
liability company is alienated.
The MLI process in short
The process for treaties being amended
basically comes down to each individual
country selecting what changes they
would like to make to their treaties. So
each country would state whether they
pursue (any combination of) the three

changes mentioned above. Subsequently,
the choices of such country are compared
to those of other countries and insofar
choices “match” changes will be included in
the tax treaties following the MLI.
The OECD keeps track of the choices
made by each of the countries in a kind
of matching database. When looking at
the choices of certain Western-European
countries there definitely are differences.
Certain countries, like France, have real
estate company clauses in most existing
treaties and wish to extend these with
the anti-abuse rules 2 and 3 above. Spain
has selected to replace existing clauses
with a new clause covering all three items
mentioned above. Italy seems to have
changed its position from not having real
estate company clauses to – similar to
Spain – introducing such full scope clause.
Obviously for the market, the question is
whether real estate owners should take
any action. Now that all countries have
made their selections, this would probably
be a good time to perform a first analysis. I
could be assessed whether the changes to
the tax treaty would change prior financial
assumptions made at the time of the
investment. This could very well be the case
with certain countries electing to introduce
full scope real estate company clauses in
their treaties. It could then also be checked
whether financial modelling performed
prior to the acquisition anticipated taxation
of gains on disposal of shares. If it did the
answer to the question whether there is an
effective impact could be no. Otherwise,
financial projections may have to be
updated or it could be considered whether
– prior to changes becoming effective –
certain changes to an investment structure
are required. The choices that have to
be made in this respect that could also
extend into the wider “responsible tax”
discussion and the tax policy of funds
and their managers, investors and other
stakeholders.

